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Abstract. An important factor in the successful deployment of federated web services-based business activities will be the ability to guarantee
reliable distributed operation and execution under scalable conditions.
For example advanced failure management is essential for any reliable
distributed operation but especially for the target areas of web service
architectures, where the activities can be constructed out of services
located at diﬀerent enterprises, and are accessed over heterogeneous networks topologies. In this paper we describe the ﬁrst technologies and
implementations coming out of the Obduro project, which has as a goal
to apply the results of scalability and reliability research to global scalable service oriented architectures. We present technology developed for
failure and availability tracking of processes involved in long running
business activities within a web services coordination framework. The
Service Tracker, Coordination Service and related development toolkits
are available for public usage.

1

Introduction

One of the driving forces behind the emerge of service oriented computing is the
desire to use services architectures to construct complex, federated activities.
When composing a business activity out of services that are heavily distributed
a strong need arises to provide guarantees about the reliability and availability
of the components that make up the activity. In the same context one wants to
ensure that the aggregated service can handle failures of the individual services
gracefully. To provide these advanced guarantees, the web service architectures
can draw from the experiences of two decades of advanced middleware systems
development, which had similar reliability goals, albeit at a smaller scale and in
less heterogeneous settings.
Some ﬁrst steps in providing an interoperable framework for distributed message oriented services have been set with the security, routing, coordination and
transaction speciﬁcations [2,3]. Together with the reliable messaging speciﬁcations these will provide the ﬁrst building blocks for constructing simple forms of
federated web services based activities. Although these speciﬁcations do a reasonable job in laying the ground work for the interaction between the various
services and the guarantees that can be achieved by making all of the distributed
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operations explicit, they are remarkably vague with respect to failure scenarios
and failure handling.
The issue of failure management becomes especially important when we are
considering long running business activities in federated setting. These activities are often the aggregate of several distributed services, and some may have
running times of several hours. For this class of systems it becomes essential to
provide the activity composer with the right tools to track the availability of the
individual services and to provide mechanisms for service selection to support
various styles of compensating actions in the case of failures. Long running activities need to deal with more complex failure scenarios than those that can be
implemented using simple atomic transactions. For example a failure of a crucial
service may need to be compensated by trying to use an alternative supplier or
a replica service, before deciding on the rollback of the overall activity.
In the context of the obduro project we are developing a range of support tools
for managing complex federated service execution. One of basic tools necessary
to construct more complex activities is the Service Tracker, which is used to
address the need for failure management of especially longer running activities.
The distributed systems core of the Service Tracking system has two fundamental components: failure detection and membership information dissemination. A variety of algorithms for both components has been developed over
the years, but mainly for research systems, while industrial systems in general
have resorted to simple heartbeat, time-out and ﬂooding schemes [4,6,8,10,13,
14,15]. The prototype of the service tracking engine developed for this project is
extremely well suited for cases where robustness and scalability are important.
The prototype is based on epidemic techniques, and the a-synchronous and autonomous properties of this system make it simple to implement and operate.
Failure detection can also be used as the building block to simplify the implementation of other essential distributed systems services such as consensus [5].
Consensus is used when a set of processes need to agree upon the outcome of an
operation. Many consensus protocols require knowledge about which processes
are involved in the execution of the protocol to establish a notion of majority,
quorums, etc. Even though some protocols such as Paxos [11,12] do not use
failure detectors in their speciﬁcation, the implementation of these protocols is
greatly simpliﬁed by their use.
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides a brief overview of the
research context in which the tracker has been developed. In section 3 the Service
Tracker framework and the interface are described, while section 4 gives the
details on the Epidemic Service Tracker. Section 5 contains some implementation
details and thoughts on future work.
An earlier, preliminary description of the Service Tracker was distributed
under the title ws-membership.
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The Obduro Project

In the Obduro1 Project we are applying our experiences in building reliable
distributed systems to the services oriented architectures. The web service architectures provide us with an opportunity to design robust distributed systems
that are highly scalable. We have long been arguing that the scalability of distributed systems has been severely hindered by hiding the distributed aspects of
the services behind a transparent single address-space interface. The “software
as a distributed service” approach will allows us to build distributed systems
more reliably than in the past [18].
In the recent years our research group has shifted its focus to the reliability
problems triggered by the increasing scale of distributed systems and the failure
of traditional systems to provide robust operation under inﬂuence of scale. In the
Obduro project we will continue to exploit technologies such as epidemic communication and state-management to provide frameworks for building scalable,
autonomous web services in federated setting.
The project focuses on deliverables in 4 areas:
1. Development of advanced distributed services in the context of the web services Coordination framework. These services will include a failure management service, a consensus service and a lightweight distributed state-sharing
engine.
2. Development of high-performance server technology for web service routing,
routing to transport mapping, content based routing and service selection.
This technology speciﬁcally targets high-performance enterprise cluster environments.
3. Integration of reliability and other advanced distributed systems services
into coordination and choreography engines.
4. Development of a framework for global event dissemination and event management for real-time enterprise applications. This development will particularly focus on global scalable reliable event systems based on a publish/subscribe paradigm. [17]
The work described in this paper comes out of the ﬁrst area. The Service Tracker
is an essential tool in managing service availability and is a building block for
other, more complex distributed services.

3

A Service Tracking Framework

Based on our experiences with building a variety of distributed systems and
applications, we realize that there is no single service tracking or membership
service implementation that serves the needs of all (reliable) distributed systems.
Some may require high accuracy while others need aggressive fail-over, where
again others may require distributed agreement before failures are reported.
1

Obduro is latin for to last long, to be hard, persist, endure, last, hold out
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Fig. 1. Some of the components involved in Service Tracking

World wide failure detection requires diﬀerent protocols than clustered systems
in a datacenter. In the Obduro project we have implemented a prototype base
on epidemic techniques that is particularly well suited for environments where
robustness and scalability under adverse conditions is important. We expect to
develop additional prototypes that target will diﬀerent deployments.
These diﬀerent implementations are developed using the Service Tracking
Framework and have a single Service Tracking interface in common which services use to register themselves and service monitors can use to track the registered member services. The Service Tracking Framework, which relies on the
Obduro Coordination Toolkit, provides the membership developer with basic
classes that abstract the interaction of the tracking engine with member services
and proxies.
The Service Tracking Interface is designed according the Activation/Registration pattern prescribed by the ws-coordination speciﬁcation. The
main task for the Coordination Service in this setting is to route the activation
and registration requests to the appropriate component factory or instance multiplexer based on CoordinationType and CoordinationContext which are speciﬁed
as parameters in the service requests
There are ﬁve roles modeled in the Service Tracking system:
– Coordination Service. Receives the activation and registration requests and
routes these to the Service Tracking Framework. Its functionality is described
in the ws-coordination speciﬁcation.
– Service Tracker. Provides failure detection of registered web services and
disseminates membership information. The actual implementation depends
on the tracker type selected.
– Member Service. A software component that has registered itself for failure detection, either directly with a Service Tracker instance or through a
Tracker Proxy. If the service registers itself with Service Tracker or with the
Generic Tracker Proxy, it must implement its part of the tracker interrogation protocol.
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– Tracker Proxy. A software component that is interposed between a member service and the Service Tracker for reasons of eﬃciency or accuracy.
The proxy can be a dedicated component that uses specialized techniques
to monitor member services such as a process monitor or an application
server management module [19]. A generic version of the Tracker Proxy is
implemented in the Service Tracker Framework for use by the Coordination Service in case a registration request is accepted for which no earlier
activation action was taken at this Coordinator.
– Services Monitor. This service registers itself with the Service Tracker to receive changes to the membership state. While traditionally this functionality
was combined with the Member Service role, e.g. registering as a member
meant receiving membership updates; in this setting this functionality is decoupled. This allows for example the failure monitor of a BPEL4WS activity
to register for membership updates with being part of the membership itself.
In this usage example the individual member services have no use for the
membership information as any compensating actions for service failure are
initiated by the failure monitor.
The process of activation and registration will make the relation between these
roles clearer.
3.1

Activation and Registration

The Coordination Service provides a 2-step access to Service Tracking. In the ﬁrst
step a participant in the activity, such as a member service or a activity monitor,
activates the tracking system by sending a CreateCoordinationContext request
to the Coordination service with the CoordinationType set to the following uri:
http://ws.cs.cornell.edu/schemas/2002/11/cucsts.
This will instantiate a Service Tracker at the coordination site using optional conﬁguration parameters in the extensibility elements of the request. The
operation will return a CoordinationContext to the requestor which includes information for other Service Tracker instances to join in the protocol.
If the activation is requested with an existing CoordinationContext as a parameter, the Coordination Service actives the Service Tracker, which joins the
other Tracker instances activated with the same context. For example the Epidemic Service Tracker uses the information in the context to contact an already
activated Service Tracker instance to bootstrap the current membership list. The
new instance will add information about itself to the context, such that future
activations at other coordinators have alternative Service Trackers to bootstrap
from.
When the Service Tracker instances are activated at the Coordinators, the
set of Trackers is established that will monitor each other. However if no registration request reaches a particular Tracker instance within the time-to-live
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period speciﬁed in the context, that instance will de-activate and will voluntarily leave the Tracker membership. The service membership list remains empty
until Member Service instances are registered.
A service instance will request to be added to the membership through the
RequestMemberService action. Parameters to the request include a URI uniquely
identifying the Member Service instance, a CoordinationContext that represents
the set of Service Trackers collaborating in the membership tracking and a portreference on which the service is willing to accept MemberProbe interrogation
messages. In the response to the request the service will receive a port-reference
at the Service Tracker to which it can send its MemberAlive interrogation responses and the MemberLeaves notiﬁcation when the service wants to exit the
membership gracefully.
A second possibility for a service to be added to the membership is through
interposing a Tracker Proxy. As described earlier such a proxy can be a dedicated
software module that uses specialized techniques to monitor the service. Also a
generic Tracker proxy is interposed by a Coordination service in response to a
RequestMemberService request when no Service Tracker was previously activated
at this Coordinator for the speciﬁed CoordinationContext.
Proxies register with a Service Tracker instance through the RegisterTrackerProxy request which contains a port-reference at the proxy to which ProxyProbe
interrogation messages will be send and the unique id the service provided to
the proxy. A proxy can register itself multiple times for diﬀerent services using
the same port reference. The response to the proxy contains the port-reference
at the Service Tracker to which the proxy can send its ProxyAlive message as
well as MemberLeaves and MemberFailed messages when a Member Service connected to a proxy fails. The proxy interrogation sequence is used to keep track
of the health of the proxy service, if the proxy is determined to have failed; all
associated services will be marked failed in the membership. How a dedicated
proxy determines the health of a service is outside of the scope of this paper,
but the generic proxy uses the regular MemberProbe/MemberAlive interrogation
sequence.
A Services Monitor registers using the RegisterServicesMonitor request,
which includes a port-reference on which the monitor wants to receive the MembershipUpdate messages. A membership update includes at minimum a list of
the currently active Member Services, but can be extended with information on
Members Services that have left gracefully or recently joined, that have failed or
are suspected to have failed.
To ensure that no false information is spread about the health of the Member
Services, the Service Tracker, proxies, members and monitors all use the wssecurity services to sign their messages.

4

The Epidemic Service Tracker

The basic Service Tracking engine implemented for the Obduro Project is based
on a gossip-style failure detector, which was ﬁrst described in [13]. This proba-
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Fig. 2. Example heartbeat counter state merge

bilistic approach to failure detection was the basis for the design of the membership services in the Galaxy federated cluster management system [16] and in
Astrolabe [14] which is an ultra-scalable state maintenance system. This prototype is based on experiences with the failure detection modules in those systems.
The Service Tracker is based on epidemic state maintenance techniques which
provide an excellent foundation for constructing loosely coupled, a-synchronous,
autonomous distributed components. The guarantees oﬀered by the service are
of the ‘eventual consistency’ category. For a member tracking service this means
that if at any given moment one takes a snapshot of the overall system not all
participants may have an identical membership list, but that eventually, if no
other external events happen (members join, leave or fail), all participants will
have the same state.
Additional advantages of using epidemic techniques for the tracking service
are
– The strong mathematical underpinnings of the epidemic techniques allows us
to calculate the probability of making a mistake (e.g. declaring a participant
failed while it has not) based on the chosen communication parameters. One
can adjust these parameters at cost of accuracy or increased communication
– The communication techniques used to exchange membership state among
the participants are highly robust. Message loss or participant failures have
only limited impact on the performance, and only then in terms of latency
until all participants have received the updated state. When using epidemic
techniques, it is not necessary to receive state directly from a participant,
but this information can arrived through other participants.
– The membership information exchange between participants is implemented
as a purely a-synchronous action. A participant will send a digest of its state
to another participant without expecting that participant to take any action
or to provide a response. The communication is really of the form ﬁre-andforget, which contributes to the scalability of the service architecture. In
large scale federation settings one can expect very heterogeneous participant
capabilities, in terms of processing and network access, and relaxing the synchronous nature of the system will enable us to deal with this heterogeneity
more eﬃciently.
– Participants are able to reach decisions autonomously about failures of other
participants. No additional communication such as an agreement protocol is
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needed as the decision can be based on a combination of local timestamps
and the conﬁguration parameter of the epidemic protocol. Basically if the
state related to a remote participant has not changed for a time-period based
on the gossip interval and number of members, which a certain probability
one can state that none of the participants has received any communication
from this participant.
These robustness and scalability properties make this approach to failure detection and membership management attractive to use in a large federated environments.
There are some disadvantages to using epidemic failure detection. The protocol in itself can become ineﬃcient, as the size of the messages exchanged grows
with the number of participants. A number of optimizations have been developed
using adaptive and hierarchical techniques, allowing the protocol to scale better. The prototype implementation targets small to medium membership sizes
up to 50 – 100 participants, for which it is not necessary to implement these
optimizations. A second disadvantage is that the protocol does not deal very
well with massive concurrent participant failures, which temporarily inﬂuences
the accuracy of the detection mechanisms, although we have not seen any other
light-weight membership modules that do much better.
The detection of failed participants is very accurate, but is often conﬁgured
rather conservative. In other settings where we have used epidemic membership
management and where a more aggressive approach was needed we added a layer
of interrogation style probing modules to enabling early suspicions of failures.
4.1

Operational Details

The Epidemic Service Tracker (EST) is based on the principles developed in the
context of the Xerox Clearinghouse project [7]. In epidemic protocols a participant forwards its local information to randomly chosen participants. In Clearinghouse this protocol was used to resolve inconsistencies between distributed
directories, in EST the protocol is used to ﬁnd out which participants are still
‘gossiping’.
The basic operation of the protocol is rather simple: each participant maintains a list of known peers, including itself, with each entry at least holding
the identiﬁcation of the remote participant, a timestamp and a single integer
dubbed the heartbeat counter. Periodically, based on protocol conﬁguration, the
participant will increment its own heartbeat counter and randomly select a peer
from the membership list to send a message containing the all the <address,
heartbeat> tuples it has in its membership list. Upon receipt of a message, a
participant will merge the information from the message with its local membership list by adapting those tuples that have the highest heartbeat counter values.
For each member for which it adopted a new heartbeat value, it will update the
timestamp value in the entry. See Figure 2 for an example.
If a participant’s entry has not been updated based on the conﬁgured failure
period, it is declared to have failed and associated monitors are notiﬁed. The
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Fig. 3. Example push-pull style epidemic exchange of the heartbeat counters. Node-A
gossips to Node-B a digest of its membership state. Node B, after merging the update
with its local state returns a message to Node-A with the state that it knows is newer.
As shown in the ﬁgure there is no need for the local clocks to be synchronized, all
actions based on time are on local clock values.

failure period is selected such that the probability of an erroneous detection is
below a certain threshold, and is directly related to the gossip communication
interval. For a detailed analysis of the failure detection protocol and the relation
between the probability of a mistake and the detection time see [13].
The EST prototype departs from the original model by implementing a pushpull model for its communication instead of the push used in the original design.
In this model the receiving participant will, if it detects that is has entries in
its membership table that are newer (e.g. have higher heartbeat counter values),
send a message back to the original sender with those tuples for which it has
newer values. The push-pull model has a dramatically better dissemination performance than the push model, especially in those cases where the local state at
the participants change frequently, which is the case in our system. See ﬁgure 3
for an example of a push-pull operation.
4.2

Service Membership

The membership protocol operates between instances of the Service Tracker, and
the failure detection described in the previous section detects failures of other
Service Tracker instances. The membership however describes Member Services,
and multiple such services can be registered with a single Service Tracker instance.
To implement the Member Service membership, the membership list is extended to include a list of Member Services registered with each Service Tracker
instance, and this information is included in the gossip messages between the
Service Trackers. Each Tracker instance can thus construct the complete list
of all Member Services associated with the CoordinationContext. If a Service
Tracker instance fails, all the associated Member Services are marked as failed.
If a Service Tracker determines that a Member Service has failed, either
through the repeated failure of an interrogation sequence or through the MemberFailed indication of a Tracker Proxy, the service is marked as failed in the
membership list. Other instances will receive this information through the epidemic spread of the membership information.
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The information per participant send in the gossip messages is organized in
ﬁve sets of Member Services:
1. Members. This is the list of the Member Service URIs that are registered
and are active. This information set includes a logical timestamp (the value
of the local heartbeat counter) indicating when the set was last updated.
2. Joined. A list of Member Services that have recently registered, with each
the logical timestamp of the moment of registration. These members also
appear in the Members set, but are included separately to ease the parsing
of large membership lists. Members are removed from this list based on the
epidemic protocol conﬁguration, and all the participants will have seen the
join with high probability.
3. Left. When a Member Service gracefully exits, it should send a MemberLeaves
indication to the Service Tracker it has registered with. This will remove the
member from the Members list and places it in the Left set, annotated with
the logical timestamp.
4. Failed. After a member has been detected as failed it is removed from the
Members set and placed in this set, annotated with the logical timestamp.
5. Suspected. An option at Activation time is to specify a threshold that would
mark a member as suspected, before it is marked failed. As soon a Member
Service or a Service Tracker is suspected to have failed; the related members
can be placed in the Suspected set without that they are removed form the
Members list. This allows the protocol to be conﬁgured to be very conservative in marking members as failed, but to be more aggressive in indicating
whether a member is problematic.
4.3

Optimizing Concurrent Activations

The implementation of the Epidemic Service Tracker optimizes the case of multiple activations of the protocol. If multiple protocol instances are created at a
Coordination Service instance (e.g. they have a diﬀerent CoordinationContext),
and there is an overlap between the participants in the protocol, the diﬀerent
instances will share a common epidemic communication engine. This will ensure that no unnecessary communication will take place, by avoiding duplicate
gossiping. It also allows smaller member groups to beneﬁt from the increased
robustness of using a larger number of epidemic communication engines.
A second optimization implemented for tracking large but stable service
groups is to gossip only a digest of the membership information instead of the
complete membership lists. In this case a participant will only gossip about
last logical timestamp the Members list was updated. If a participant receives a
message with a newer logical timestamp, it can request a full membership from
the sender of the gossip message or from the participant for which the updated
timestamp was received.
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5

Implemenation

The Coordination Service and Service Tracker Framework, and the Epidemic
Service Tracker are implemented using functionality from Obduro Toolkit which
in its part is based on the Microsoft WSE 2.0 XML Messaging Framework. A
simple process monitor implementing the Tracking Proxy protocol has also been
implemented.
The Service Tracker deploys 3 types of failure detection:
1. Member Services - through the MemberProbe interrogation protocol.
2. Tracking Proxies – through the ProxyProbe interrogation protocol.
3. Service Trackers – through the epidemic protocols.
It is a best practice to run as few remote Member and Proxy probes as possible.
Running an instance of the Service Tracker on the same node as the Member
Services or the Tracker Proxy will allow the probe protocols not to be subjected
to network message loss, avoiding the need for a reliable transport, which improves the eﬃciency and accuracy of the probe protocol. The robustness of the
inter- Service Tracker failure detection is not impacted by moderate message loss
rate or even transient high loss rates.
In general a Service Tracker will use a separate dissemination channel to send
membership updates to other participants in the membership protocol. In the
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case of the Epidemic Service Tracker we have chosen to include this information
in the gossip messages. The advantages of this choice are that there is no need
for additional communication primitives which in general needs to be a form
of a reliable multicast protocol, or a brute force ﬂooding technique. Adding a
scalable reliable multicast would increase the complexity of the system while
reliable ﬂooding has scalability limitations. The epidemic dissemination of the
membership information has the best of both worlds, it provide a ﬂooding of the
information, but in a very scalable, controlled and robust manner.
A disadvantage of the choice to piggy back the information on the gossiping
of the heartbeats is that it disseminates rather slowly throughout the network.
As can be seen in ﬁgure 4, in a setup with 64 instances of the Service Tracker it
takes more than 4 seconds for the information to spread to all the nodes if these
nodes only gossip once per second.

6

Related Work

We are not aware of any tracking or membership service, in research or production, which particularly targets long running business activities in service
oriented architectures. We are also not aware of any public implementation of
the Coordination Service/Framework that allows for dynamic management of
new Coordination types.
There is a large body of work on failure detectors for diﬀerent types of distributed systems, from reliable process group communication to large scale grids
and from real-time factory ﬂoor settings to multi-level failure detection for clusters [4,6,8,9,10,13,14,15,19]. We expect that some of those implementations will
also ﬁnd their application in the web services world and we hope that our Coordination Serviceand Service Tracker Frameworks can be used to simplify the
implementation and use of those systems.
An earlier preliminary description of the Service Tracker was distributed
under the title ws-membership.

7

Future Work

This is only the ﬁrst step in the development of a range of technologies as
noted in section 2. One of the ﬁrst follow-up tasks is to investigate how we can
integrate the Service Tracker into the execution environment of system that use
BPEL4WS as a driver
The software distribution of the Obduro Toolkit, the Coordination Service,
the Service Tracker Framework and the Epidemic Service Tracker is slated for
pubic availability in the fall of 2003.
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